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Abstract: Ozone (O3 ) has been widely used for water and wastewater treatment due to its strong
oxidation ability, however, the utilization efficiency of O3 is constrained by its low solubility and
short half-life during the treatment process. Thereby, an integrated approach using novel nanobubble
technology and ozone oxidation method was studied in order to enhance the ozonization of ammonia.
Artificial wastewater (AW) with an initial concentration of 1600 mg/L ammonia was used in this
study. In the ozone-nanobubble treatment group, the concentration of nano-sized bubbles was
2.2 × 107 particles/mL, and the bubbles with <200 nm diameter were 14 times higher than those in
the ozone-macrobubble treatment control group. Ozone aeration was operated for 5 min in both
nanobubble treatment and control groups, however, the sampling and measurement were conducted
for 30 min to compare the utilization of O3 for ammonia oxidation. H+ was the by-product of the
ammonia ozonation process, thus the pH decreased from 8 to 7 and 7.5 in nanobubble treatment
and control groups, respectively, after 30 min of operation. The fast removal of ammonia was
observed in both systems in the first 10 min, where the concentration of ammonia decreased from
1600 mg/L to 835 and 1110 mg/L in nanobubble treatment and control groups, respectively. In the
nanobubble treatment group, ammonia concentrations kept the fast-decreasing trend and reached
the final removal performance of 82.5% at the end of the experiment, which was significantly higher
than that (44.2%) in the control group. Moreover, the first-order kinetic model could be used to
describe the removal processes and revealed a significantly higher kinetic rate constant (0.064 min−1 )
compared with that (0.017 min−1 ) in the control group. With these results, our study highlights the
viability of the proposed integrated approach to enhance the ozonation of a high level of ammonia in
contaminated water.
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1. Introduction
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Excessive ammonia in water is undesirable and usually causes environmental problems, such as surface water eutrophication and acute toxicity of aquatic biota [1,2]. Various
approaches, such as biological denitrification [3], air stripping [4], ion exchange [5], breakpoint chlorination [6], and chemical oxidation [7], have been applied to the elimination
of ammonia from wastewater. In industrial-based wastewater, the ammonia content may
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Characterisation of the Bubble Size and Distribution
The potential uses of nanobubbles have spread to high-value applications, which
causes high efforts to develop generation methods [25]. Various methods have been
developed to produce nanobubbles, such as ethanol–water exchange, direct immersion,
temperature change, electrochemical reaction, and hydraulic cavitation [35]. Amongst
them, the hydraulic cavitation method was deemed the most effective approach, in terms of
nanobubble generation speed and stability, which was used in this study. The diameters of
the nanobubbles mainly ranged from 45 to 400 nm (Figure 2). The concentration of nanobubbles was 4 × 106 particles/mL in the macrobubble treatment control system (Figure 2a),
while a one-magnitude higher nanobubble concentration (2.2 × 107 particles/mL) was
observed in the nanobubble treatment system after 5 min operation (Figure 2b). Over 87.1%
of the bubbles could be categorized as bubbles sized <200 nm in the nanobubble treatment
system, while only 33.3% in the control system. The results of the nanobubble size and
distribution were similar to the previous study [36], where the ozone nanobubbles mainly
ranged from 32 to 460 nm with a concentration of 4.55 × 107 bubbles/mL based on the
hydraulic cavitation method.

Figure 2. Nanoscale bubbles size and distribution in macrobubble treatment control system (a) and
nanobubble treatment system (b).

3.2. The Changes in pH and Dissolved Oxygen (DO) during the Treatment
Previous studies have shown the efficiency of ozone oxidation of ammonia was higher
in an alkali environment compared with that in neutral or acid conditions [5]. In this study,
the initial pH of both systems was adjusted to 8, thus, the dissociation of NH4 Cl in water
led to an equilibrium between the ammonium ion (NH4 + ) and free ammonia (NH3 ), which
can be expressed in Equation (2). The equilibrium between ammonium form and free
ammonia depends on the pH of the solution. The ammonium form dominates at pH < 7,
whereas the free ammonia increased at pH > 7. In the initial part of this study, the pH of
AW was adjusted to 8 which facilitates the equilibrium tilt towards free ammonia [37]. As
shown in Figure 3a, during the ammonia ozonation process, the pH of the reaction medium
decreases with time due to the formation of H+ ions (Equation (3)). However, the rate of pH
descent in the nanobubble treatment system was faster than in the control system. At the
end of the study (30 min), the pH achieved 7.00 ± 0.09 and 7.52 ± 0.04 in the nanobubble
treatment and control systems, respectively.
NH4 + + OH−

NH3 + H2 O

NH3 + 4O3 →H+ + NO3 − + H2 O + 4O2

(2)
(3)
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as a high-gas-density state [41]. The gas (O3 in this study) inside nanobubbles may exist
as an aggregation rather than the phase of the dissolved state in the solution [42], and the
diffusion of the O3 inside nanobubbles is likely to be slow and to take place over a long
period of time. Thus, the DO concentration decreased to 7.8 ± 0.2 mg/L, which was similar
to the original DO level in the control group after 30 min (Figure 3b). On the contrary,5 the
of 9
decrease in DO level in the nanobubble treatment group was much slower and kept a
significantly higher value (8.9 ± 0.2 mg/L) than that in the control group. It demonstrated
that the application of nanobubble aeration could potentially
improve ammonia oxidation
+
(4)
due to a higher O3 utilization rate.O3 + H2 O→2O2 + H

Figure 3. The dynamics of pH (a) and dissolved oxygen (b) in both treatment groups.

AlthoughNitrogen
one-unitRemoval
ammonia
can consume
four-unit ozone during the process of am3.3. Ammonia
Performance
and Kinetics
monia
oxidation
by
ozone
(Equation
(3)),
continuous
aeration
in both
systems
could deliver
Ozonation has been applied to remediate organics,
ammonia,
and
disinfection
in waexcess ozone into the solution and produce oxygen following the chemical reaction in Equater and wastewater treatment since the 1970s [43,44]. For high-strength ammonia
tion (4) [38]. Therefore, the DO concentrations increased from 7.5 ± 0.1 mg/L to 10.8 ± 0.4
wastewater, ozonation is also used to decompensate the recalcitrant form of nitrogen and
and 9.1 ± 0.3 mg/L in nanobubble treatment and control systems after 5 min of operation
enhance the biodegradability of the wastewater [45]. In this study, the ammonia concen(Figure 3b). It has been reported that the cavitation process for nanobubble generation
trations quickly decreased from 1600 mg/L to 1380 ± 270 and 1510 ± 157 mg/L in nanobubcould induce super-saturation of gas in water [39], which supported the significantly higher
ble treatment and control groups, respectively, at the first 5 min along with the operation
DO level in the nanobubble treatment group.
of aeration (Figure 4a). Although the aeration was stopped after 5 min, the dissolved O3
Previous studies have observed that nanobubbles in water can exist for up to several
weeks [40]. Zhang et al. detected the heterogeneous pressures inside nanobubbles by
atomic force microscopy (AFM), which was modeled in a molecular dynamics simulation
as a high-gas-density state [41]. The gas (O3 in this study) inside nanobubbles may exist
as an aggregation rather than the phase of the dissolved state in the solution [42], and the
diffusion of the O3 inside nanobubbles is likely to be slow and to take place over a long
period of time. Thus, the DO concentration decreased to 7.8 ± 0.2 mg/L, which was similar
to the original DO level in the control group after 30 min (Figure 3b). On the contrary,
the decrease in DO level in the nanobubble treatment group was much slower and kept
a significantly higher value (8.9 ± 0.2 mg/L) than that in the control group. It demonstrated
that the application of nanobubble aeration could potentially improve ammonia oxidation
due to a higher O3 utilization rate.
3.3. Ammonia Nitrogen Removal Performance and Kinetics
Ozonation has been applied to remediate organics, ammonia, and disinfection in water
and wastewater treatment since the 1970s [43,44]. For high-strength ammonia wastewater,
ozonation is also used to decompensate the recalcitrant form of nitrogen and enhance the
biodegradability of the wastewater [45]. In this study, the ammonia concentrations quickly
decreased from 1600 mg/L to 1380 ± 270 and 1510 ± 157 mg/L in nanobubble treatment
and control groups, respectively, at the first 5 min along with the operation of aeration
(Figure 4a). Although the aeration was stopped after 5 min, the dissolved O3 in both
systems could still contribute to ammonia oxidation, which resulted in the concentrations
of 835 ± 90 and 1110 ± 214 mg/L in nanobubble treatment and control groups, respectively,
after 10 min.
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order kinetics model (Figure 4b), which was supported by previous studies [49]. The
pseudo-first-order rate constant k = 0.064 min−1 was obtained for the slope of the regression line for the ozone-nanobubble treatment group, which was 3.78 times higher than the
control group (k = 0.017 min−1). Overall, the result of the current study demonstrated the
6 of 9
high potential of coupling novel nanobubble technology with the traditional ozone oxidation approach for strengthened ammonia-contaminated water treatment.

Figure 4. The concentration of ammonia remaining in the wastewater during the treatment, and the
simulations of the first-order kinetics model of the ammonia removal.

It is well known that the ozone oxidation treatment was hindered by the low dissolvability and O3 utilization efficiency in water [40]. The ammonia concentration in the control
group with macrobubble treatment only slightly decreased to 910 ± 144 mg/L with the
final removal efficiency of 44.2% at the end of the experiment. Due to the long lifespan of
nanobubbles and the capability of slowly releasing the filled gas into the surrounding water
(Figure 3b), the ammonia concentration in the nanobubble treatment group kept a fastdecreasing trend to 277 ± 76 mg/L with the final removal efficiency of 82.5% at 30 min
(Figure 4a). Liu et al. reported the removal rate of ammonia by ozone could reach 80%,
however, with the presence of MgO catalyst [46]. It is hypothesized that the combination
of ozone-nanobubble treatment and the catalysis could achieve an even higher removal
capability of the ammonia from contaminated water. When using the ozone aeration with
the bubble sizes of micrometers, 99.1% of ammonia can be removed from the wastewater,
however, with continuous aeration of 570 min [47]. Notably, these results were gained
in a relatively lower initial concentration of ammonia in wastewater (50–100 mg/L). It
supported that the aeration of nano-sized ozone bubbles is potentially more efficient and
cost-effective for ammonia removal from water. Directly and indirectly, oxidation pathways
were probably involved in the oxidation of ammonia by ozone nanobubbles. Firstly, owing
to the long existence of the nano-sized ozone bubble in water, ozone could sustainably
diffuse to the surrounding water, thus ammonia would directly oxidize to nitrate by ozone
as shown in Equation (3) [5]. Secondly, the collapsing of ozone nanobubbles may deliver
hydroxyl radicals, which could act on ammonia oxidation. However, the occurrence of
hydroxyl radicals depends on the pH of the solution [48]. Takahashi et al. have shown that
hydroxyl radicals are formed from ozone microbubbles under strongly acidic conditions in
the presence of mineral acids [26]. As the pH decreased in our experiment, the mechanism
of oxidation of ammonia by ozone nanobubbles can occur either by direct oxidation or via
the hydroxyl radicals.
The removal dynamics of ammonia in both systems can be well described by the
first-order kinetics model (Figure 4b), which was supported by previous studies [49]. The
pseudo-first-order rate constant k = 0.064 min−1 was obtained for the slope of the regression
line for the ozone-nanobubble treatment group, which was 3.78 times higher than the
control group (k = 0.017 min−1 ). Overall, the result of the current study demonstrated
the high potential of coupling novel nanobubble technology with the traditional ozone
oxidation approach for strengthened ammonia-contaminated water treatment.
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3.4. Implementation Potential
Ozone has a high oxidation potential and has been applied in water treatment for
more than a century. In recent years, ozone has been increasingly applied for enhanced
municipal wastewater treatment [50]. However, the lifetime of ozone in water is short and
leads to low utilization efficiency of gaseous ozone and thus high operation costs [40]. The
generation of macrobubble mainly relies on agitation-induced shear forces to the dispersion
of the gaseous phases in water [51], which needs relevant lower energy input to compare
with the nanobubble generation via hydraulic cavitation process [36]. However, large
size bubbles have a much shorter lifetime and high buoyance that could lead to low gas
transfer efficiency compared with nanobubble aeration during the ozonation treatment. It is
estimated that the high utilization of the gas could compensate for the energy consumption
for nanobubble generation. The current study demonstrated that nanobubbles significantly
increase the efficiency of the ozonation process. Although the mechanisms have not been
quantified in this study, the potential drivers could be concluded as the large gas-liquid
interfacial area, the slow rising velocity with a longer lifetime, and a smaller amount of
ozone required due to the generation of hydroxyl radicals responsible for the oxidation of
pollutants [5,40]. The present study demonstrates the superior performance of ammonia
ozonation by ozone nanobubble. It is expected that ozone nanobubbles can be also used to
enhance the oxidation of organic micropollutants, e.g., pesticides, pharmaceuticals, and
personal care products [13]. The ability to generate free radicals during bubble collapse
potentially facilitates the degradation of a broad range of contaminates [27]. Nevertheless,
given the complexity of pollutants and environment parameters, ozonation reactions and
bubble dynamics in real wastewater bodies, further study on the impacts of background
matrix and hydraulics on the efficiency of ozonation by ozone nanobubble to the successful
application of ozone nanobubble in a water or wastewater treatment plant.
4. Conclusions
This study investigated the integrated approach using novel nanobubble technology
and the traditional ozone oxidation method for the treatment of high-strength ammonia
wastewater. Due to its higher dissolution ability and longer ozone retention time properties,
ozone-nanobubble treatment performed better removal of ammonia (82.5%) than that
(44.2%) in the control group with the ozone-macrobubble treatment. The first-order kinetics
model can be used to describe the removal of ammonia, and presented a significantly higher
removal rate constant (k value) of 0.064 min−1 in the nanobubble treatment group compared
with that (0.017 min−1 ) in the control groups. The ozone nanobubble could remain in the
water and slowly dissolute the gas and continually contribute to the ammonia oxidation,
which could further potentially reduce the operation cost. Overall, the result suggests that
ozone nanobubbles can be a more effective ozonation method for the treatment of heavily
polluted wastewater.
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